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XP Professional is the Microsoft-recommended
desktop for the modern day enterprise. It
comes with a host of new security fea-

tures as well as other changes designed to
make it more appealing to large companies.
These new features and enhancements
include system rollback, remote desktop,
dual processor support, an encrypting file
system, improved start up time and better
access control. Overall, this makes XP
more reliable, scalable and compatible
with existing applications.

This article examines what is new in
Windows XP, the pros and cons of upgrad-
ing to Windows XP, and what you will need to
make it operate at peak performance.

THE NEED FOR SPEED

How does XP Professional compare to Windows 98, Windows
2000 and Windows Me? For one thing, it is faster. Testing by Ziff
Davis Media’s eTesting Labs showed that Windows XP
Professional outperformed Windows Me and Windows 2000
Professional in overall system performance, startup time, application
launch time, and time to resume to an active state from hibernation
or standby modes.

In terms of run-time performance, for example, the average
application startup on XP is 25 percent faster than Windows 98 SE
and equivalent to Windows 2000 Professional. Figure 1 shows the
overall system performance of Windows Me vs. Windows 98 SE
vs. Windows XP.

System startup performance is also noticeably better on XP due
to a feature known as Fastboot. Anyone currently using NT or

Windows 2000 knows just how long these systems can take
to boot up, especially compared to a Windows 98/Me

machine you might use at home. The eTesting
study showed that XP starts up on average 34

percent faster than Windows 2000 and 27
percent faster than Windows 98 SE. Further,
it is much quicker at coming back to life
from standby or hibernation modes.

XP Fastboot addresses nine stages of
the boot up process. From the first stage
(BIOS improvements) to the last (loading
the shell), everything has been tuned up. It

also includes the ability to simultaneously
initialize multiple device drivers and start

the Winlogon process before network initial-
ization is complete. This enables you to utilize

resources to do as many things as possible in parallel.
Two dynamic features are the key to Fastboot, however —

prefetching and layout optimization.
Prefetching is basically a “read-ahead cache.” It analyzes start up

behavior and reads memory data and files before they are actually
requested to eliminate excess page faults and delays for I/O pro-
cessing. A device driver monitors file access activity, building a list
of the files needed to boot the machine or launch an executable.

When you launch Microsoft Word, for instance, you launch win-
word.exe. It may need to then load a group of dll files and font files,
etc., associated with Word. The file filter captures these files in
advance and puts them in a prefetch file for winword.exe. (.pf
extension and located in the “ % windir%\prefetch” folder).

Layout optimization complements prefetching by defragment-
ing files utilized during start up. Prefetching actually creates 90
percent of the gains in startup, and layout optimization reduces
the time by another 10 percent. Files used during boot time are
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listed in the “Layout.ini” file in the order
they are called.

Overall, Fastboot delivers. Start up/shut
down is noticeably faster than on my old
NT box, and resume happens in no time at
all. Laptop users will appreciate this fact, as
they are accustomed to enduring long
delays while waiting for the screen to come
back on after a few minutes of inactivity.

Similarly, the hibernation mode intro-
duced in Windows 2000 has been revamped
to heighten performance. Hibernation
involves informing device drivers to stop
operating. The contents of memory are then
saved (\hiberfil.sys) and the computer pow-
ers off. To resume, the hibernate file is read
back into memory and the device drivers
restart the computer in the same state as it
was previously.

UNDERLYING ARCHITECTURE

Probably the biggest reason to upgrade
enterprise desktops to XP Professional is
that it is built on the same kernel as
Windows 2000. Unlike the more robust and
reliable Windows 2000/NT, Windows 98
and Windows Me used the same DOS-like
code as Windows 95. This underlying archi-
tecture provides several advantages:

◆ XP is far less prone to the crashes
◆ it means one basic code for all PCs
◆ XP runs on more than 90 percent of the

1,500 most popular Windows
applications, with support for
more than 12,000 devices

Microsoft’s newest operating system also
offers a built-in firewall, CD Writer software,
a Windows Media Player, Movie Maker, a
disk defragmenter, and System Restore.

System Restore addresses the subject of
those multiple error messages that plagued
NT. I used to receive two an hour due to an
incompatibility with Norton Antivirus, as
well as several alerts after startup for vari-
ous reasons. System Restore makes it possi-
ble to remove this hassle by reverting to a
previous system state if a new application
creates errors. System Restore combines
file system filter drivers and user-mode
services that provide a way to revert to an
earlier configuration.

There is another recovery function built
in to XP that protects against the installation
of driver updates that create problems. A
hardware installation wizard backs up

replaced drivers so that system restore is
effectively made available if the driver
update goes badly. A Last Known Good
recovery option accessed through the boot
menu lets you revert to the previous driver.

Microsoft has also revised the defragmen-
tation application programming interfaces
(APIs). For many years NT file systems
have used exposed APIs that allow files to
be queried in order to defragment them.
However, the NT APIs did not address
directory, MFT or paging file, and in
Windows 2000 they failed to address the
MFT or paging file. Now with XP, only the
paging file is untouched by these APIs, so
the results of regular defragmentation are
more thorough than ever when using a
third-party defragmenter. 

Another significant shift in Windows XP
is support for 64-bit computing. The 64-bit
version of XP (currently available in beta)
runs on the Intel Itanium processor. The IA-
64 platform offers improvements in terms
of floating point performance to speed up
activities such as three-dimensional model-
ing, human genome analysis and special
effects. Windows XP can access up to 16TB
of RAM, therefore, entire databases can
reside in memory at access speeds 100
times greater than disk I/O.

Unfortunately, IA-64 currently lacks sup-
porting applications. Computer Associates,
BMC, SAP, JD Edwards, IBM, SAS
Institute, Veritas, and other vendors are
porting 32-bit applications to the new
platform. However, do not expect any prod-
ucts to appear until later this year. Ongoing
pilots include Wells Fargo’s use of a 64-bit

version of a SAS Institute database. Some
of the tables used for quantitative modeling
in this application have 600 million obser-
vations and performance is much better on
64-bit processors.

Note, however, that many of these
enhancements are available only on XP
Professional, not the consumer-oriented XP
Home version. The latter has no place in the
enterprise. Professional extras include a
backup utility, Remote Desktop for admin-
istrators to access PCs remotely while away
from the office, dual processor support,
Access Control (restricts access to selected
shared files, applications and resources),
roaming profiles, client-side caching,
dynamic disks, SNMP, Intellimirror and
Internet Information Services (IIS).
Additionally, XP Professional has a built-in
fax utility, allows for Active Directory
logons, and supports the Encrypting File
System (EFS).

Security, in fact, has received considerable
attention in XP Professional. This version
contains several security improvements not
available in Windows 2000, such as multi-
user support for EFS. Based on public-key
encryption, EFS encrypts and decrypts files
using randomly generated keys. This enables
multiple users to access encrypted files.

The inclusion of security features, how-
ever, has not transformed XP into the
desktop Fort Knox. Hackers have already
discovered holes that make it possible to
take over XP at the system level. While
Microsoft has issued patches, enterprise
environments should rely on third-party
security products. This is actually one of
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FIGURE 1: THE OVERALL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE OF
WINDOWS ME VS. WINDOWS 98 SE VS. WINDOWS XP
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the bigger risks in using XP. If your life
depends on the highest possible levels of
security, you may want to wait another
year until the security kinks are fully
knocked out of XP.

MAXIMIZING PERFORMANCE

On top of security shortcomings, there
are several points to be aware of if you want
to ensure that users do not deluge you with
complaints. Microsoft could perhaps be
accused of optimism in its minimum system
requirements: 233 MHz CPU, 128MB of
RAM (64MB minimum is supported with
the warning that this may limit performance
and some features) and 1.5GB of available
hard disk space.

When it comes to memory, XP sure
needs a lot of it. Microsoft recommends
128MB RAM minimum, but that is not
enough. One of my machines has 128MB
RAM and it rarely has more than 14 per-
cent physical memory available. As a
result, the paging file is under heavy use —
constant 85 percent-plus usage even with
little running. My conclusion: load work-
stations with 256MB RAM and above for
high-end workstation users.

At the CPU level, 233 MHz is a joke on
XP. My old 400 MHz machine could not
take the load, though in contrast a 1 GHz
CPU copes very well. As processor uti-
lization only occasionally spikes above 20
percent, it appears that 1 GHz CPU is
enough for the average user. For high-end
machines running graphics-intensive
applications or used for such things as
software development, a faster CPU
would be required.

When it comes to hard disk space, too,
XP is a monster. The operating system
alone takes up most of the 1.5GB of rec-
ommended available disk space.
Therefore, if users have old systems with
small hard drives less than 4GB, your
choices are simple: forget about XP,
upgrade the hard drives or purchase new
machines. Realistically, a 10GB drive is
as small as you should attempt, and with
hard disk prices so low, 20GB ensures
that user complaints about running out of
space will be rare.

The subject of available disk space also
brings me to another critical performance
point — defragmentation. Like Texas,
everything is bigger about XP. That
means bigger files, bigger disks, more

memory, and a whole lot more trouble
with fragmentation.

In fact, high levels of fragmentation
occur as soon as you install the OS. Right
after I loaded XP, XP Office and a couple
of applications, I checked out the amount
of fragmentation using XP’s built in
Microsoft Disk Defragmentation (MDD).
The amount shocked me. System files
were badly splintered — making up 189
fragmented files in 559 pieces.
Fragmented directories were also scat-
tered all over the disk, severely restricting
the availability of free space. If I had
loaded something like SQL Server 2000
along with a large database at that point,
it would not have had enough contiguous
space to be written in one piece.

The biggest stunner, however, came
when I tried to resolve these fragmenta-
tion problems using MDD. It took a long
time to complete its fragmentation run
and hardly made a dent in the level of
fragmentation. Free space fragmentation
stayed high at 12 percent — this was on a
volume that was 60 percent empty.

That is why third-party defragmenters are
an absolute performance necessity on XP
(as well as Windows 2000 and NT). MDD
just is not built for the enterprise. Even the
limited scheduling capabilities that have
been added in XP still make it cumbersome
to use on multiple machines. However, the
bottom line is that it is ineffective at han-
dling even moderate fragmentation and does
not address such critical issues as paging
file fragmentation.

As a result, I installed Executive
Software’s Diskeeper and ran it on this

volume. The first run defragmented all
system files and reduced free space frag-
mentation. No fragmented files were left
on the volume.  Another defragmentation
run took free space fragmentation down to
less than 1 percent.

I activated Diskeeper’s Smart Scheduling
feature. This program runs at the lowest pri-
ority (“4” compared to MS Office and most
applications priority setting of “8”) and
defragments files as needed. If fragmenta-
tion is accumulating, the algorithm detects
it and accelerates the defragmentation
schedule. If little or no fragmentation is
detected, the program eases back in the
frequency of scheduled runs.

XP 4U?

So, is XP Professional for your users? It
may not be a solution for you if you
already have Windows 2000 on every
desktop. The differences between XP and
Windows 2000 are relatively minor in
comparison to XP vs. NT/9x. Moreover,
with budgets being tight, it is likely that
Windows 2000 desktops will stay right
where they are for another year or two.

For everyone else, however, there are
plenty of reasons to move to XP. Help Desk
operations will benefit enormously from
XP’s stability, reliability and remote man-
agement features. User calls can be
reduced, and those that come in can now be
dealt with remotely much more easily.

If you do decide to make the move to
XP, be sure that your machines are able to
cope. For best results, I recommend 256
RAM, 1GHz CPU and 20GB hard drive or
higher. In addition, be sure to load and
run a good third-party defragmenter on
every server and workstation at your site.
This will further reduce help desk calls
and will greatly improve XP ROI over the
long haul.  

Dan Osborne is a Victoria, British Columbia-
based freelance writer specializing in
Windows-based systems.
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